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Karol Kozłowski, about another Master, Erazm Majewski, the creator of Światowit and the first
Professor of Archaeology ever employed at our University (in 1919 he was awarded tenure as the
Director of the Department of Prehistoric Archaeology, thus officially introducing archaeology
to the University), as well as other texts dedicated to famous students of his. On the pages of
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wide cooperative network make it responsible for providing organisational, methodological and
Professor Michałowski made Polish archaeology enter the international stage. Already in 1959,
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Specialists from the Institute of Archaeology conduct numerous archaeological
research
University
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projects which involve students doing their excavation practicum at various sites across
the
world. This way, the students make their first steps into the past by gathering first-hand experience of the material relics left by our ancestors. I truly believe that we all find it very satisfying
and inspiring that researchers, scholars, lecturers, and students can work side by side. This creates unique bonds and atmosphere not only during the fieldwork but also in laboratories and
classrooms.
Flexibility and dynamism are other integral characteristics of the Institute. Both have
become particularly apparent over the last few years, when archaeology has experienced the
digital revolution, which swept through the humanities. The digitisation, which surely lends our
work much efficiency and precision, is not the only challenge the Institute has faced in the recent
times. Another one comes from the fruitful cooperation with specialists of different disciplinary
backgrounds – such as chemistry, biology, or physics – which has contributed significantly to
the development of archaeology as an academic discipline and to our understanding of the past
itself. Nowadays, what is still considered our iconic activity by the general audience and remains
a genuine source of joy for the archaeologists – the excavations – is limited to necessary fieldwork. A century ago, when archaeology at the University of Warsaw was being born, excavations
were essential and crucial for understanding the past. The field-based analyses of the discovered

